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User-friendly tool to download. Watch TV from all countries. Watch TV online. Free. References Category:Video software
Category:Windows multimedia software Category:Windows-only softwareQ: HTML email sending image by data-url on iPad i
am using jquery mobile for one of my pages, i have also included jquery-mobile-rotator widget.The issue i am facing is, my
iPhone will open the mail but for iPad, image is not showing, it is showing a grey box with the caption in it. Am i doing
something wrong? Thanks in advance, A: When using data-url you can't rely on sending images. It appears the data-url is not
working as expected on iPad, it is pointing to an unsupported domain. The issue is that img tags are blocked on iPad by the
Content-Security-Policy, even if it is a security option you are trying to disable. Here is a great explanation: If you notice the
example (from caniuse.com) the img element is also not allowed, even if the response is allowed. Support for data-url has been
removed from W3C Mobile WCAG 2.0 ( UPDATE According to this demo the image is loading: It seems to be working ok,
but if you scroll down to the bottom you will see that the image is missing. The demo uses data-url="true", I am not sure what
else could be missing. It was the most anticipated match of the year for the 2011 BCS National Championship. Alabama and
LSU played for the right to be the football world’s preeminent program, and the fans of both teams were eager to see who had
the edge. Most college football fans know that LSU won the battle; the Tigers had the better team on the field and they
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